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BOE: HOLDS AMID RISKS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

The BoE kept interest rates on hold today because inflation is low, wage gains meagre and the economy is slow-

ing a little. There is no pressing need for rate hikes right now, so it was little surprise to see the BoE standing pat today. 

Indeed, rate hikes are likely to remain off the table for the next six months, as rate setters wait for growth risks to fade and 

unemployment to fall further. We look for the first hike in June 2015, after the General Election. 

 

Mild slowdown that should pass in a couple of quarters. Our base case remains that the UK will see a mild slowing, 

with growth troughing at 0.6% qoq in Q4. That softer UK outlook has been triggered by events across the channel, especial-

ly in Ukraine and the subsequent impact of those on German growth. The manufacturing expansion has clearly slowed as 

troubles in core Europe triggered by escalating geopolitical tensions over the summer have taken their toll on internationally 

exposed industrial firms. We are cautious about near-term growth. The risks remain to the downside, particularly with 

the German Ifo having fallen again in October. But those troubles need to be kept in perspective. The manufacturing 

PMI rose to 53.2 in October, while hard data this morning showed an industrial ouput bounceback in September. The pic-

ture is one of a mild rather than sharp slowdown. The risks may also be dissipating a little as geopolitical tensions ease back, 

falling food and petrol prices give consumers a boost and rate hikes seem a slightly more distant worry. Our base case re-

mains that the UK will see only a mild slowdown with growth reaccelerating next year, peaking at 0.8% qoq around the 

middle of 2015. 

 

Meanwhile, unemployment continues to fall and wages are showing very tentative signs of life. The BoE will not 

wait beyond the middle of next year before hiking, in our view. Unemployment is not far off pre-crisis levels, unemploy-

ment has fallen too, surveys suggest wage growth is gradually picking up and wages themselves have increased a little bit in 

the last three months. The latter trend should certainly not be exaggerated. It is early days still. There is unlikely to be a need 

for rate setters to sharply change interest rates anytime soon, but once the latest downside growth risks pass the underlying 

position of the economy should require gradual increases in interest rates. We look for the first hike in June 2015, assuming 

that a stable government emergences from the general election (which is also our base case). Perhaps the biggest risk to that 

outlook is politics, both the general election and whether the increasingly extreme policies being countenanced by the main 

parties to fight off the United Kingdom Independence Party end-up making Brexit seem a more likely direction for the UK. 

We do not expect those doomsday scenario’s to come to pass, but they are risks worth watching very carefully. 

 

Next week’s Inflation Report is now the focus. Today’s decision reveals little of course, but next week’s Inflation Report 

will tell us a lot more about how the BoE’s thinking has evolved. Inflation has undershot their forecasts and the growth 

outlook looks softer than they expected as well. That would point to dovish changes to their forecasts. On the other hand, 

sterling has fallen since August, unemployment has fallen a bit more than they expected and pay surveys continue to tick-up 

(include those surveys conducted by the BoE’s own regional representatives). The longer-term economic trajectory has 

changed little for the UK. Given the near-term risks and undershooting inflation, rate hikes should come later than seemed 

likely a few months ago, but the news since the BoE’s last forecasts in August has not been universally dovish.   


